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Investigate the scene 

Eddie Echidna 

 

Murder ??? 

Outreach PLC 2014  Civics and Citizenship 



This is a resource suitable for students from years 6-12 designed to enhance 
the learner’s understanding of the criminal trial process. Prepared in 
partnership with Peter Cavouras from Outreach Services, and PLC from 
Parafield Gardens R-7, Sandra Siladji, Raelene White and Deana Cuconits. 

 

Before you begin have : 
 a printout of the trial cards 

 Posters for each group with glue, animal sheet, scissors and string. 

 The story for each student 

 A copy of the Criminal Trial Process for each student 

 

 

Info for teachers 



 

Eddie Echidna has been murdered and the 
criminal process is now in full swing.  

 

See if you can correctly identify the 
connections between all the participants. 
 

 

 

Info for students 



Accountability  
Level of responsibility for an action 
 
 
 Accused  
A person charged with an offence;  
the defendant in criminal proceedings.  
 
 
 
Adjourn  
To suspend or postpone, especially a meeting or 
hearing to a future date.  
 
  



Appointment  
choice or selection by an individual or panel (for example, 
a judge)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beyond reasonable doubt 
 Standard of proof required in a criminal  
case (where facts proven establish the  
guilt of a person ) 



Bond  
an undertaking by an offender to be of good behaviour for a 
certain period. 
 
 Compensation Usually an amount of money to 
 cover the loss the person has suffered  
 
Conviction  
A finding that an accused is guilty of the crime charged.  
 
 
Democracy  
A form of government where the sovereign power rests with its 
citizens directly or indirectly through representation   



Dossier  
A brief or bundle of papers  
 
Election  
Choice or selection by electors or voters  
 
Evidence  
Data tending to support or prove a fact at issue in judicial 
proceedings.  
 
Independence  
Freedom from control by an outside influence (for example, 
judges should be independent of the influence of the 
government when deciding cases)  
 
Larceny Another term for stealing or theft  



Neutral  
Not favouring any side  
 
Recompense  
Recovery in value for damage caused (usually the payment 
of money for replacement or repair)  
 
Suspended sentence  
A sentence pronounced but not carried into effect, as long as 
the offender does not offend again within a given period.  
 
Tenure  
Time of holding (for example, a position or title)  
 
Witness 
 One who tells what she or he has seen, heard  
or otherwise observed 



 Who was there ? 
 

 Who knows something ? 
 

 How are they connected ? 
 

 Who had a motive ? 
 

 What question would you ask each character ? 
 

 What don’t you know ? 

Suspects  



What are the locations of 
all the places that the 
suspects and victims spent 
their time ? 

The Scene 











Use your character 
sheet to create a  
crime scene board 
of the  event. 
 
 
Your group will be 
assessed on the 
quality/quantity of 
notes presented. 

animals.pub
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 The Story 

 

 It was a cold and miserable Saturday afternoon when Edna Echidna 

found Eddie lying face down in a puddle of water in their rear 

garden. It was 3 pm.  She quickly notified the police.  The last time 

she had seen Eddie alive was earlier in the day when he had been 

arguing with his cousin, Ernie Echidna. 

  

21 June 2014 
 







 Ernie had lent Eddie his ladder and was distraught when he came 

to collect it and saw that it was broken.  Two weeks previously 

Edna and Wilmer Wombat, the next-door neighbour, had overheard 

Ernie say to Eddie, “I’ll wring your neck if you break my ladder!” 

  

 The police sergeant, William Wallaby, and homicide detective, 

Fabius Fox, arrived at the scene at about 3.20 pm to conduct their 

enquiries. They took fingerprints, photographs and conducted 

interviews. 

 

 

The ladder 



 

Later in the week the coroner, Georgina Goanna, concluded that Eddie had died at 

about 2 pm on Saturday, 21 July 2012, by asphyxiation, probably caused by a person 

strangling the victim’s neck.  The pathologist, Maxwell Magpie, stated that the marks 

left on Eddie’s neck  led him to believe the assailant was left-handed. 

 

William and Fabius interviewed Ernie shortly after Eddie’s death and again when 

the coroner released his report.  Ernie protested his innocence.  He was positive he 

had left Eddie’s house at about 1.30 pm because it would take him about 30 minutes 

to get to the football match he attended that day.  He distinctly remembered seeing 

the opening bounce at 2 pm when Eric Emu thumped the ball to his rover, Peter 

Possum. 

Coroner inquiry 



 Whilst Ernie admitted to being left-handed, he still pleaded his innocence.  He 

offered information to support his alibi.  When he left Eddie’s place he had 

walked passed the local bookmaker, Reggie the Rat, in the driveway.  Reggie 

grunted when Ernie had greeted him and he did not seem to be in a very good 

mood.  Reggie could confirm that Eddie was alive after he left. 

  

 Ernie also claimed that he had argued with a supporter at the football match 

mid way through the first quarter.  The man had a black patch over his eye, a 

parrot on his shoulder and a wooden leg.  Ernie didn’t know the man’s name 

but was confident he could be easily identified. 

Footy match 



William and Fabius interviewed Reggie the Rat but he denied ever going to 

Eddie’s house.  His side-kicks, Slippery Sam Snake and Lennie the Lizard 

confirmed that Reggie had been with them all day Saturday in the betting house. 

 

The police could not find the one-eyed supporter.  No player or official of either 

club had ever seen or heard of the man. 

  

Fabius arrested Ernie and read him his rights.  Ernie was taken to the police 

station where he was charged with murder.  Bail was denied. 

 

One-eye 



 Ernie contacted the famous lawyer, Rumpole Rabbit, to defend 

him. Rumpole immediately employed the services of super 

sleuth, Barry Bloodhound.  Barry soon found the one-eyed 

supporter.  His name was Silver Seagull.  Unfortunately the man 

was short-sighted and was noted for his poor memory.  Barry 

was also able to confirm through reliable witnesses that at the 

opening bounce Eric Emu did thump the ball to Peter Possum. 

 

 

Rumpole 



The Story 
 
21 July 2012 
  
It was a cold and miserable Saturday afternoon when Edna Echidna found Eddie lying face down in a puddle of 
water in their rear garden. It was 3 pm.  She quickly notified the police.  The last time she had seen Eddie alive 
was earlier in the day when he had been arguing with his cousin, Ernie Echidna. 
  
Ernie had lent Eddie his ladder and was distraught when he came to collect it and saw that it was broken.  Two 
weeks previously Edna and Wilmer Wombat, the next-door neighbour, had overheard Ernie say to Eddie, “I’ll 
wring your neck if you break my ladder!” 
  
The police sergeant, William Wallaby, and homicide detective, Fabius Fox, arrived at the scene at about 3.20 pm to 
conduct their enquiries. They took fingerprints, photographs and conducted interviews. 
  
Later in the week the coroner, Georgina Goanna, concluded that Eddie had died at about 2 pm on Saturday, 21 
July 2012, by asphyxiation, probably caused by a person strangling the victim’s neck.  The pathologist, Maxwell 
Magpie, stated that the marks left on Eddie’s neck led him to believe the assailant was left-handed. 
  
William and Fabius interviewed Ernie shortly after Eddie’s death and again when the coroner released his report.  
Ernie protested his innocence.  He was positive he had left Eddie’s house at about 1.30 pm because it would take 
him about 30 minutes to get to the football match he attended that day.  He distinctly remembered seeing the 
opening bounce at 2 pm when Eric Emu thumped the ball to his rover, Peter Possum. 
  
Whilst Ernie admitted to being left-handed, he still pleaded his innocence.  He offered information to support his 
alibi.  When he left Eddie’s place he had walked passed the local bookmaker, Reggie the Rat, in the driveway.  
Reggie grunted when Ernie had greeted him and he did not seem to be in a very good mood.  Reggie could 
confirm that Eddie was alive after he left. 
  

Click for hyperlink 

The Story.docx
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Ernie also claimed that he had argued with a supporter at the football match mid way through the first quarter.  The 
man had a black patch over his eye, a parrot on his shoulder and a wooden leg.  Ernie didn’t know the man’s name but 
was confident he could be easily identified. 
  
William and Fabius interviewed Reggie the Rat but he denied ever going to Eddie’s house.  His side-kicks, Slippery Sam 
Snake and Lennie the Lizard confirmed that Reggie had been with them all day Saturday in the betting house. 
  
The police could not find the one-eyed supporter.  No player or official of either club had ever seen or heard of the man. 
  
Fabius arrested Ernie and read him his rights.  Ernie was taken to the police station where he was charged with murder.  
Bail was denied. 
  
Ernie contacted the famous lawyer, Rumpole Rabbit, to defend him. Rumpole immediately employed the services of 
super sleuth, Barry Bloodhound.  Barry soon found the one-eyed supporter.  His name was Silver Seagull.  
Unfortunately the man was short-sighted and was noted for his poor memory.  Barry was also able to confirm through 
reliable witnesses that at the opening bounce Eric Emu did thump the ball to Peter Possum. 

  
OTHER  PARTICIPANTS  
•MAGISTRATE (Committal Proceedings)  
Kevin KANGAROO  
•POLICE  PROSECUTOR (Committal Proceedings)   
Constable DINGO  
•PRESIDING  OFFICER (Supreme Court Trial)    
JUSTICE  PELICAN  
•SHERIFF 
Percy PENGUIN  
•CROWN  PROSECUTOR 
Clara CROCODILE  
•THE ASSOCIATE 
Patrick PLATYPUS  
•JURY  FOREPERSON 
Oliver OWL  



Kevin 
Kangaroo  

Constable 
Dingo 

rumpole 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

OTHER  PARTICIPANTS  

• 
 
 
 
 
• 

crown  prosecutor 
Clara Crocodile 

jury  foreperson Oliver Owl  •presiding  officer (supreme court trial)    
Justice  Pelican  



 YOU  ARE  REQUIRED  TO:  

 

 

 

 

 Go through the Trail and sentencing section from the 
http://www.ruleoflaw.org.au/education/case-studies/  

 

 Rank the cards into their correct sequence of events according to the 
conduct of the South Australian legal system in settling this 
criminal dispute. 

 

 

THE TASK  
 

http://www.ruleoflaw.org.au/education/case-studies/
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 Construct a time-line of the events of the day.  

 

Conduct a class vote on the most likely culprit 

 

Draw a map of your school, and construct a story about a similar 
incident which might happen. Give details of any forensic testing 
which would be involved. 

 

 

 

 

  
Numeracy 



 

 

 Write a possible solution to the mystery using the information 
provided by the characters, but also adding any other evidence 
which is not inconsistent. 

 

Produce some physical evidence which might help to solve the 
mystery, and go through the process of analysing it. 

 

 

 

 

 
Science 



Arts 

 

Draw a picture or create a cartoon 
depicting the incident 

 

 Have some students take the part of 
each of the suspects, and have the other 
students ask them questions to try to 
determine the guilty party. The suspects 
can collaborate beforehand to decide on 
their stories, and any extra information 
which they might divulge 

 



Arts 

Students become 
journalists reporting on 
the case, presenting all 
known evidence and 
reporting on the case. 

Create a video of the 
reports 

Animate or role play 
the scene 

Interview the suspects 
and compare for 
inconsistencies. 



 
Literacy 

Write the story from the two characters' point 
of view. What did they see? What did they do? 

 

Write media reports from the point of view of 
each suspect. 

 



 
Literacy 

 

Ask students to select one or more of the suspects and 
present a case for the prosecution proving that they 
were the culprit. Consider motive, opportunity, timing, 
evidence, and your instinct. 

 

Form a jury to consider the evidence with which they 
have been presented and arrive at a verdict.  
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